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article writer and translator proficient in
multiple languages

Dedicated article writer and adept translator
fluent in both [Language A] and [Language B],
combining linguistic prowess with a passion
for crafting compelling narratives. With a
proven track record in creating engaging, well-
researched content across diverse industries, I
seek to contribute dynamic storytelling and
precise translation services. My goal is to
bridge cultural gaps, ensuring seamless
communication for global audiences.
Committed to meeting deadlines and
exceeding client expectations, I am poised to
deliver impactful content that resonates
across linguistic boundaries.

Language:
France to English, English to Italian, English to
Dutch, English to German, English to Spanis,
English, English to Japanese,English to

 Sorbonne University Paris, Bachelor of Low
2007  -  2012

GPA, 3.67

 Company name, Sisty it  affiliate marketing
2017  -  2023

Job experience detail: I have worked for 7 years Job experience I was
a publisher CPA affiliate marketing work time  5 years ago and
learned 2 years abut freelancing. 

Work at home: I still work freelancing working writing jobs targeting
Content writing, article writing, and Trenletion Job, I have to unice
high-quality article writing per day with 5000 words of experience.  
word format APA, MLA, Checago etc
Job for : 
Translation is very high quality I have to know both Languages pieces
of knowledge. Bengali to English, English to Italian, English to Dutch,
English to German, English to Spanis ETC.
 Translation working per day with  5000 words.
Copywrite per day up to 30 page 

Content Writer | Ayman it | Created engaging web content, blogs, and
marketing materials, consistently meeting or exceeding content
strategy goals.

Collaborated with cross-functional teams to adapt content for
international markets, maintaining brand consistency and cultural
sensitivity. 

Translation Intern | Gengo.com Upworker.com | 1 Sep 23 Assisted in
translating legal documents, marketing materials, and technical
documents from Italian to Dutch and vice versa. Conducted thorough
research to ensure accuracy and maintained strict confidentiality for
sensitive documents.
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AL MASUD RONY
Article Writer And Translator Proficient in Multiple Languages



As an accomplished article writer and skilled
translator in multiple languages, I have had the
privilege of working with esteemed clients and
colleagues who can attest to my proficiency in
both disciplines. These references can provide
valuable insights into my ability to create
engaging, well-researched articles and to
translate accurately while capturing cultural
nuances. Their feedback reflects my
commitment to delivering high-quality work
and meeting project requirements effectively.
Should you require further validation of my
skills and work ethic, please don't hesitate to
request contact details for my references.

English, English to Japanese,English to
Chinese

Deadline Management: Skilled in prioritizing
tasks and meeting tight deadlines without
compromising on quality. 

Creative Writing: Proven track record of
crafting engaging, informative, and original
articles across various industries. 

Translation Tools: Proficient in using industry-
standard translation tools and software for
efficient and accurate translations.

SEO Optimization: Proficient in incorporating
SEO techniques to enhance visibility and
ranking of web content in search engine
results.

Computer:
Word writ (APA, MLA, Checago), Excel,
Powerpoint,word.

I like movie, music.play game

That's great to hear that you're an article writer
and translator! Having proficiency in multiple
languages can open up many opportunities in
the field of content creation and translation.
Here are some additional points you might

 Activity organization, Article writing and Translation
2020  -  2023

Activities:Language Immersion Programs: Participated in immersive
language programs to deepen proficiency in both [Language A] and
[Language B], honing translation skills and cultural understanding.

 Freelance Writing Workshops: Led workshops on effective article
writing techniques, emphasizing research strategies and engaging
content creation for diverse audiences.Multilingual Blog
Management: Managed a personal blog showcasing original articles
in [Language A] and [Language B], attracting a global readership and
facilitating cross-cultural dialogue. 

Translation Volunteer Work: Contributed translation services to
nonprofit organizations, aiding in the dissemination of vital
information to non-native speakers.Continuous Professional
 
Development: Actively engage with industry publications, attend
webinars, and participate in workshops to stay updated on the latest
trends in writing and translation.These activities underscore your
commitment to professional growth and demonstrate practical
experience in both article writing and translation.

Certifications:: Certificate in Advanced Translation English, Sorbonne
University Paris, 2012

 Professional Writing Certification, Dimond computer and software,
2018

SEO Copywriting Certification, Dimond computer and software, 2018

 These certifications validate my expertise as both an article writer
and a translator, demonstrating proficiency in linguistic skills and
content creation across multiple languages. They also showcase a
commitment to professional development and ensuring high-quality
work in every project.

INTERESTS

REFERENCES

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

CERTIFICATIONS



Here are some additional points you might
want to consider highlighting when describing
your skills and experience:
Translation Experience: Detail the type of
translation work you've done. This could
include documents, articles, websites, or even
books. Mention any high-profile or complex
projects you've worked on.

 Tools and Software: If you're proficient in any
translation or writing tools or software (like
CAT tools such as SDL Trados, memoQ, etc.),
it's worth mentioning.

 Research Skills: Highlight your ability to
conduct thorough research. This is crucial for
creating accurate and well-informed content.
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